
Celeste



Celeste lets you bring a 
note of celestial drama 
to a room or public 
area. With up to 6 light 
sources on a single cable, 
you can easily create 
ambitious, large-scale 
arrays with horizontal 
and vertical dimension.

Star quality   →



Celeste brings a brilliant 
decorative note to 
hotel spaces, public 
areas and rooms of all 
sizes and vocations.

Suspend 
your universe



The integrated connector 
enables individual 
Celeste heads to be 
connected together 
vertically. This enables 
large-scale installations 
with very few cables.

More lights per cable 
empowers your creativity



←   Frosted Each Celeste minimalist pendant 
features elegant artisanal 
cast glass discs. The light is 
projected through the material 
and is refracted outwards. In 
frosted glass, it takes on the 
look of a soft and richly glowing 
celestial body. In the clear glass 
version, it sparkles and evokes 
luxurious, jewel-like qualities. ←   Clear
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Vertical stems passing 
through each light fixture 
create a visual continuity with 
the cable. Accentuated by 
the glowing glass disc, this 
creates a striking effect.



510M
70" / 1780mm

505T
28" / 710mm

505V
28" / 710mm

304D
40" / 1015mm

303I
28" / 710mm

303V
22" / 560mm

101U
16" / 405mm

510D
52" / 1320mm

618M
118" / 3000mm

612M
82" / 2080mm

612S
82" / 2080mm

606S
46" / 1170mm

309S
64" / 1625mm

306S
46" / 1170mm

303S
28" / 710mm

303L
16" / 405mm

618M
121" / 3075mm

510M
71" / 1800mm

UPDATE HEIGHT
Celeste is offered in more than 
30 different preconfigured 
chandelier options.

Simply select the pattern, 
canopy type and number of 
light sources, then choose the 
overall arrangement height to 
perfectly fill the space. 
 
For a uniquely spectacular 
light grouping, Celeste can 
be customized for an infinite 
world of possibilities.

Multiple 
configurations



Head finish

Black

Clear Frosted

Glass finish

0-10V dimming (DV)

Dimming

Canopy options

Droplet DropArray

Standard options

Canopy finishes

Black White Chrome

Color temperatures

2700K 3000K 3500K 4000K

The small 3" droplet canopy 
has been developed to 
connect single-cable Celeste 
seamlessly to the ceiling. 

Array and Drop canopy styles 
suspend multi-cable cluster 
for grouped arrangements. 
Array is 3 or 5 cables and Drop 
is available in 3 or 6 cables.





www.eurekalighting.com


